Influence of the coefficient of restitution on the classification of granite sand using an elutriator
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Abstract. The objective of this work was to measure the coefficient of restitution of fine granite sand dust (passing sieve ASTM N°30) and to study its influence on the prediction of classification parameters in an elutriator device. Three types of restitution coefficients were evaluated in the computational fluid dynamic model: experimental, elastic, and half the experimental value. The influence of process variables, such as the inclination angle of the equipment and the air inlet velocity, on the efficiency of the obtained fine and coarse fractions was also studied. The results indicate that the coefficient of restitution significantly influences the efficiency parameters calculated for the inclined tests, given the greater contact that exists between the particles and the equipment wall. The experimental value of the coefficient achieved almost total congruence with the coarse fraction collected for the tested velocities. For the vertical tests, the variation of the coefficient did not show significant differences for both collected fractions. The results obtained in this work allowed to gain a deeper insight into the studied gas-solid systems, and to improve the numerical predictions on fine particles classification processes widely used in the ceramic, mining and metallurgical industries.

1 Introduction

Elutriators are gas-solid separation equipment consisting of one or more vertical tubes, through which a stream of gas contaminated with dust flows upward. Large particles, with terminal settling velocities greater than the upward flow rate of the gas, are separated and collected at the bottom of the device. Smaller particles with low velocities are dragged out of the collector at the top. The size of the particle that can be collected depends on the operating conditions and geometrical dimensions of the separator, but in general it is applied to particles larger than 50 μm if the density of the particles is low, and up to 10 μm if the particles are relatively dense [1].

The coefficient of restitution is a measure of the energy dissipation between two colliding bodies. It is 0 for perfectly plastic collisions and 1 for perfectly elastic collisions. In CFD simulations it is necessary to specify the values of the tangential and normal CoR of the particle-wall impact. Several studies demonstrate the improvements in the computational fluid dynamics predictions (CFD-DEM) by adjusting the drag coefficient of the particles in the separation processes [2-3]. However, few works report the experimental measurement of the coefficient of restitution for small and irregular particles and its application in improvements to CFD simulations [4-5].

The objective of this work is to measure the coefficient of restitution (CoR) of small and irregular granite sand powder (passing sieve ASTM N°30) and analyze its influence on the separation efficiency of an elutriator, comparing experimental and numerical results. The influence of other variables of the process such as the degree of inclination of the equipment and the air inlet air velocity is also analyzed and compared with experimental results.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Coefficient of restitution

The experimental values of CoR (tangential and normal) were calculated using a previously designed device that was tested by the authors for different types of particles
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The tests were carried out for different impact materials, the values corresponding to iron were used in this work because the elutriator is built with this material. With a high-resolution camera (GoPro Hero 6 Black) the movement of each particle was recorded, in 1080p resolution videos and 240 frames per second (fps). ImageJ 1.5i software was used to determine the velocity before and after the impact needed to calculate the values of CoR. Tangential (CoRt) and normal (CoRn) coefficients of restitution values were calculated for granite sand particles obtained from a quarry in the central area of Buenos Aires’s province.

Usually, the coefficient of restitution is defined as [6]:

$$CoR = \frac{V_{ai2} - V_{ai1}}{V_{bi1} - V_{bi2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $V_{bi}$ and $V_{ai}$ are the velocities before and after the impact of two bodies "1" and "2" that collide. Naming the particle as body "1" and the impact surface as body "2", and considering that in the experimental device the surface is fixed ($V_{bi2} = V_{ai2} = 0$), the modulus of the coefficient of restitution (CoRm) is:

$$CoR_m = \frac{|V_{ai1}|}{|V_{bi1}|} = \frac{|V_{ai1}|}{V_{bi1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

To calculate the tangential and normal coefficients of restitution, it is necessary to know the tangential and normal velocity before and after the impact. The detail of the calculations and the used equations was previously reported [4]. Table 1 shows the experimental results of the corresponding CoR values for the studied granite sand particles, the values for elastic collisions (CoR=1) and half of the values of the experimental CoR, used to compare simulation results. The reported experimental values are the average of 35 tests.

### 2.2 Elutriation experiments and simulation

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the tube-shaped classifier known as elutriator. The particle size distribution (PSD) of the samples fed to the equipment is shown in Figure 2. A total of six cases were performed to analyze the influence of the CoR on the classification performance. The experimental tests were carried out varying the elutriator inclination angle (0 and 15°) and the air inlet velocity (1.50, 2.25 and 3.00 m/s). In all cases the granite sand feed was injected at the top orifice at $3 \times 10^{-4}$ kg/s. The coarse and fine separation fractions were collected at the bottom and top of the tube, respectively. The PSD of each fraction collected was evaluated by laser granulometry.

CFD simulations of the elutriation experiences were performed using three meshes consisting of 120,000, 200,000 and 400,000 elements. The meshes were evaluated by comparing the pressure loss in the device (Figure 3). As observed, the enhanced wall treatment with the medium mesh gave results in excellent agreement. Further refinement of the mesh did not improve the results. The same evaluation procedure was performed to select the turbulence model (Figure 4). Simulations using the k-e turbulence model (RKE) present better predictions, compared to the SST k-w turbulence model (SST). Particles were injected into the simulation and tracked using the Haider and Levenspiel equation with a measured shape factor of 0.69. Further}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CR (experimental)</th>
<th>Elastic</th>
<th>Half</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoRt</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoRn</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Experimental CoR values for granitic sand powder and referential CoR for simulations use.

![Fig. 1. Layout of the geometry of the tube-shaped classifier.](image1)

![Fig. 2. PSD of the granite sand powder.](image2)

![Fig. 3. Pressure loss vs. inlet velocity for different meshes.](image3)
3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Classification efficiency for vertical and inclined tests

Figure 5 shows the images of the CFD simulation considering the input velocity of 1.5 m/s for the vertical test and the three coefficients of restitution tested. It is observed that the coefficient of restitution does not have a great influence on the results, this is because the particles do not interact with the wall to a great extent in the vertical elutriator position (0° of inclination). Furthermore, the estimation of the classification efficiency improves with the air velocity. This phenomenon is because some clustering, due to adhesion forces in the material, is present and cannot be represented in the simulation model. The adhesion effect is less important at higher air velocities. Figure 6 shows the image of the CFD simulation considering the input velocity of 1.5 m/s on the inclined elutriator angle of 15° and for the three coefficients of restitution tested.

For the inclined cases, the coefficient of restitution has a great influence on the results because particles interact with the walls. In the elastic or high values of CR schemes, particles bounce against the wall and encounter the air. This allows better mixing of the particles with the air during the falling. When the CoR is too low, particles remain attached to the walls and no further classifications occur. This is why the half scheme shows a sharper classification efficiency. That effect also applies to fine particles. As observed in Figure 6, there are no fine particles collected when using the half scheme.

On the other hand, for the elastic and CR schemes, fine particles may have some freedom near the wall without being captured and may roll down the wall taking advantage of the smaller air velocity near the wall. As a consequence, the half scheme gives a coarser cut size while the elastic scheme may represent the fishhook of the classification efficiency effect partially. For higher velocities, (results not shown) the elastic schemes present a sharper classification and the CR scheme presents more mid-sized particles in the collected fraction.

3.2 Cut size

Taking the cut size as the main overall parameter, the half scheme presents the worst results. This is observed in Figure 7 where the CFD cut size obtained for each CoR scheme was plotted versus the experimental cut size. The use of the elastic and CR schemes gives differences in the prediction of the classification efficiency, the cut size and the sharpness of cut. The CR controls the freedom of the particles when interacting with the walls and the selection of this value leads to differences in the results.
3.3 Particle size distribution

Figure 8 shows that the CoR has a small influence on the PSD of the coarse and fine fractions collected for the vertical cases (0° inclination), for 1.5 m/s air velocity. Simulations improve the prediction of the PSD for higher velocities where the effect of clustering and adhesion is lower. The results for the 2.25 and 3.0 m/s are not shown but follow the same tendency. The simulated collected fraction is always coarser than the experimental data. As mentioned above, the amount of fines in the collected fraction may be due to the influence of the turbulence, adhesion and inter particles forces. In the case of the half scheme, the PSD of the collected fraction improves the fines content because particles lose momentum with the wall and remain attached (they are not dragged by air).

Figure 9 shows the result for the inclined cases (15° inclination), for 1.5 m/s air velocity. The elastic and CR schemes allow fine particles to roll down the wall and be collected. The PSD of the coarse fraction for these schemes is in better agreement with the experimental data. Similar results have been reported by Liu et al. on the coarse fraction of sand transported in a small pipe [8] although there is not much data on the influence of the CoR on particle classification. For higher velocities, this effect is still present but the air may drag fine particles from the wall. The experimental PSD still presents fines in the collected fraction at high velocities because of the adhesion forces not taken into account in the model. Results for the 2.25 m/s are not shown but follow the same tendency. CoR is a necessary parameter for CFD simulations. Although in this work the CoR was calculated as it was defined for spherical particles, for future works the angular rotation at the moment of impact of the particles will be analyzed as it has been done by other authors [9-10].

4 Conclusions

The coefficient of restitution of granite sand powder was measure and compared with the value corresponding value to fully elastic particles. The experimental values were used to improve the performance of fluid dynamic simulations on the prediction of classification variables using an elutriator device. The inlet air velocity, the inclination angle of the separator and the coefficient of restitution value affect the classification efficiency, the cut size and the particles size distributions of the obtained products. The numerical results show a great influence of the coefficient of restitution on the separation parameters for the inclined elutriator. The results obtained in this work represent a better understanding of the gas-solid separation processes widely used in the mining, ceramic and metallurgical industries, and a notable improvement in the predictions of computational fluid dynamics models.
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